Byzart Kick-Off Meeting

October, 31st, 2017 from 9am to 6pm
Alma Mater Studiorum – DISCI – piazza san Giovanni in Monte 2, Aula Gambi (1st floor)

The Project

The "BYZART - Byzantine Art and Archaeology Thematic Channel" action aims at making about 75,000 cultural and artistic multimedia contents accessible online through the Europeana platform (Europeana). The contents that will be made available to Europeana include collections of digitized photos, video and audio contents, as well as 3D surveys and reconstructions about Byzantine history and culture, one of the milestones of European cultural heritage. The digital objects will be available at the best possible quality and according to the Europeana Right Statements (ERS). Moreover, the action will enhance Europeana accessibility and visibility, by rationalising and classifying the items already uploaded on the platform. By the end of the action, the number of the digital items related to Byzantine art and archaeology on Europeana platform will reach about 115,500.

As part of the action, a rich media experience will be offered to the users.

Member States: Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece, Italy (DISCI, prof. I. Baldini, tel. 0512097675).

Other websites of possible interest

Marconi International Airport
http://www.bologna-airport.it/uk/?LN=UK

Railway: Trenitalia
http://www.fsitaliane.it/homepage_en.html

Ground transportation: ATC
http://www.atc.bo.it/english/fares

Airport city link: Aerobus-BLQ
http://www.tper.it/content/linea-blq-aeroporto-stazione-centrale